Fall Term 2019: Sept. 3– Dec. 13
More than 130 unique classes, shows, and field trips! View the complete schedule online.

**Fall Garden: Tools & Tips!**
Did you know that fall is actually the best time to prepare your garden for next year’s harvest? Learn about fall and winter planting, integrated pest management, fruit tree pruning and planting, rain water catchment, and tips for gardening for a lifetime! Join the Butte County UC Master Gardeners in the Demonstration Garden at Patrick Ranch to discover more!

**Exploring Butte County History**
Back by popular demand, this weekly series of guest presentations explores the unique history behind the growth and development of our local towns and industries. Topics like land grants, growth of farming and ranching, the local effect of world wars, and the influence of the University will be discussed by experts in these fields.

**Aging Bodies: An Owner’s Manual**
You are given only one body to last you for life. As you work your way through your mature years toward your expiration date, we have experts to advise you on getting the best out of your vintage model in the years ahead.

**Music for the Soul: A Gospel Workshop**
The roots of gospel music are not well documented. Early recordings were lost. Stories behind the songs weren’t written down. In this workshop, we’ll talk about the history of gospel music and its deep roots in the rich traditions of the African-American church.

**Faculty Lecture Series**
Discover the ideas that flourish in our own backyard. Hear weekly presentations from CSU, Chico faculty on a vast array of subjects—from history and anthropology to nutrition, theater, and medieval monsters. Discover how cutting-edge research and thinking are changing how we learn.

**Thoughts Become Things: The Art of Thinking Yourself to Success**
Our thoughts influence our perception of the world around us and play a significant role in our situational outcomes. Learn to apply Guided Imagery techniques and Thought Management to bring about positive outcomes. Practice skills known to lower stress and purge unwanted habits. Learn how to overcome challenges and experience a better quality of life.

**PAY ONE FEE & TAKE UNLIMITED CLASSES!**
PAYMENT PLAN AVAILABLE

Make New Friends • Get Techie • Get Artsy
Go Back to School • Feel Connected • Join OLLI!
Web: olli.csuchico.edu • Phone: 530-898-6679 • E-mail: olli@csuchico.edu
This Fall, Enjoy Classes Like...

Food & Wine
Taste your way through local restaurants and wineries under the tutelage of local chefs and vintners. OLLI is offering two different classes this fall on wine and food, with plans afoot for related field trips.

Skeptics Guide to the Universe
Based on the work of Dr. Steven Novella, this course reviews concepts every skeptic should know: mechanisms of deception, metacognition, science and pseudoscience, as well as skepticism and the media. We'll ask “What do I believe?” And “Should I believe it?” The class will provide special emphasis on the use of logic to validate conclusions.

Jug Band Music
Explore the history of jug bands, learn jug band songs, and maybe even make some instruments. We will watch excerpts from a video about jug bands and trace the influences to modern day music. Then for the best part—we’ll make our own fabulous down-home sounds!

Photography: Taking Better Digital Pictures
Enhance your ability to capture interesting photos in everyday life with a digital camera. We'll learn and apply the rules of photographic composition. A particular subject will be assigned each week and students will spend class time looking for and taking photos.

Become a Member Today!
OLLI is a member-centered, member-led program. Members decide which programs to offer and when to offer them. They set the tone for learning that reflects THEIR interests. Pay one fee & take unlimited classes.

- Annual Package ~ Fall, Spring & Summer: $230
- Fall/Spring Package: $215
- Peer Leader Annual Package: $185

Visit olli.csuchico.edu to join OLLI’s vibrant community of learners, to register for classes, or for more information.

You’re Invited!

Fall Class Preview
- Thursday, Aug. 8
  10–12
- Manzanita Place
  1705 Manzanita Ave., Chico

For details, call 530-898-6679

Class registration opens August 15 & classes begin September 3.